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Background

Stanford
Leland and Jane Stanford founded Stanford University in memory of their son who died 
of typhoid at the age of 15. The campus was placed in the center of a large piece of land 
(7000 acres) owned by the family. This land was, and is, adjacent to and contiguous with 
the Palo Alto train station and the City of Palo Alto. This is not a coincidence as Leland 
Stanford came into his fortune through railway purchases, land purchases and various 
questionable financial dealings. Stanford was one of the original ”Robber Barons” of the 
19th century.

Further, that the campus was placed at the center of this large tract of land, away from 
the city, was intentional. Designed as a memorial, and as “A Place Apart,” the campus is 
noted for its long formal paths and distance from the town and its insular and focused 
qualities. Over more than hundred years of local and regional development, this distance 
has endured and the land between the campus and the city has remained largely 
undeveloped.

                     

Originally laid out by legendary American Landscape Architect Frederick Law Olmsted, 
who also designed New York’s Central Park and San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park, the 
central campus is formal, made of local stone and landscaped in drought tolerant and 



native species. The original buildings designed by Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge, the 
Boston based successor firm to H.H. Richardson, employ covered walkways, local 
materials and red tile roofs that remain the visual language of campus buildings to this 
day. 

Stanford ranks at near the top of most world rankings for its academic quality as whole 
and for each of its departments. Currently there are about 5,500 undergraduate students 
and a bit more than 10,000 graduate students. Most of the undergraduates live on 
campus and generally just a five-minute walk or bike-ride to their classes.

Palo Alto
The City of Palo Alto grew as the university did, and has served as the home community 
for the university for over a hundred years. Though much of the growth of the town 
occurred after WW II, the downtown has remained a thriving 2 and 3-story area with a 
few taller buildings. Palo Alto’s population is about 70,000 and is one of the wealthiest 
communities in America.
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Palo Alto is a broadly liberal city and a leader in green building. The city owns its own 
utilities and now buys over 20% of its electricity from renewable resources, maintains 
thousand of acres of parkland, offers an astounding range of public services and has a 
vigorous and often time-consuming political dialogue.
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The wealth of Palo Alto is a direct result of both the University’s proximity and many 
generations of wise and entrepreneurial leaders. In the 1930’s the University developed 
its “Industrial Park” on campus land just east of campus. This area has served as the 
start-up engine of the Silicon Valley ever since and boasts the world headquarters of 
Hewlett Packard and many other companies. Similarly Palo Alto as a whole has become 
a hub of venture capital and start-up ventures. Google, Facebook, e-Trade, Yahoo and 
many other companies were either founded in Palo Alto or moved their first headquarters 
there. Palo Alto attracts so much business that during the day the population expands to 
140,000 people and the Palo Alto train station is the busiest in the area. 



Stanford University and the City of Palo Alto live in quiet competition with each other. 
Much of the non-academic space of the campus lies in the jurisdiction of Palo Alto (the 
shopping center, hospital, research park etc.). Palo Alto provides some utilities to the 
campus, all the fire protection and, separately the world-renowned Palo Alto Unified 
School District, educates the children of faculty and graduate students at schools located 
both on and off the Stanford campus. Stanford, in turn, offers world-class facilities, 
walking trails, and entertainment events for the community while maintaining a rigorous 
stand of independence its land use.

Challenge

Recently a piece of campus land at the edge of campus and bordering downtown, Palo 
Alto, has been suggested for large-scale development. Now referred to as 27 University 
Avenue, which has been largely vacant,. The proposal has come from a Stanford 
benefactor and regional developer, John Arrillaga. His proposal is to build several tall 
buildings (8 stories) for research and business incubation and a theater to support the 
local arts. The development, as proposed, is largely suburban in nature and suggests 
building much taller than Palo Alto normally allows. Palo Alto has a 50’ (15.25 meters) 
height limit.
This proposal has been highly controversial. Many support the goals and the theater and 
many others reject the development outright. (see news coverage in Chapter ??) It 
should be noted that the theater would be the gift of “public benefit” in exchange for the 
right to build the taller than otherwise allowed buildings. 



Though Stanford has been relatively quiet about this development it is clear that they 
see this area as a potential site of a 21st Century Research Park; an area that can link 
the University more tightly to the start-up community beyond is borders.

Proposed Arrillaga Project Diagram

Recently the city of Palo Alto has suggested that time and study are needed to discuss, 
consider and act on the necessary zoning issues. In short they wish to develop a real 
plan for the area and how it relates to the adjacent downtown and campus areas. This is 
wise as the land, though on the campus is disconnected from the main campus by a 
wide boulevard and the downtown by a railroad track. Further, there are large and 
complex infrastructure issues associated with the area that should be considered at the 
same time. Not the least of these infrastructure issues is the imminent construction of a 
High Speed Rail line that will run on the R.O.W at the edge of the site and encompass 
the train station. Further the 1940’s era intersection just east of the site is badly in need 
of updating. Some preliminary plans for this infrastructure upgrade have been 
developed.

All of the city documents for what they call the Arts and Innovation District can be found 
here: http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pln/current/arts_and_innovation_district.asp



Thus your task is to undertake a full study of the area and make a proposal for what a 
21st Century Research Center really is. Shall this land be used exclusively for office or 
shall it be an 18-hour place vibrant with retail, office, services and housing or shall it be 
something in between or something new. 

Further, each team will develop a localized plan for this piece of land that taking an 
affirmative stand as to its status as campus, or city, or both, maintains smart-growth 
principals, advances green building, incorporates HSR at grade or below grade, and 
suggests improvements to the transportation infrastructure and anticipates future growth.

The existing proposal shall be considered as a starting point for the discussion but each 
team’s approach may reject it in part or in whole. Further, since the goal shall be the 
development of a model 21st Century Research Park, each team shall make rational and 
defendable decisions about density, height and uses whether they be consistent or not 
with current zoning.

Key Issues

Research Park

The Stanford Research Park (originally called The Stanford Industrial Park) was 
developed by Stanford, and principally by Frederick Terman who was dean of the School 
of Engineering in the years after the Second World War. Recognizing the need to 
provide jobs to graduates, and incubate the research of his professors, Terman not only 
helped found companies by providing space in the Research Park he helped them 
acquire capital. Further, he developed a program to allow full time workers to study for a 
master’s degree at Stanford. Early leases went to companies like Varian and Hewlett 



Packard (both still on site) and for many years leases were limited to high technology 
companies tat did research and manufacturing. As a result the area absorbed a great 
deal of pollution and the site is currently a federal government “super-fund” site.

In the past 25 to 30 years leases have diversified and gone to law firms, venture 
capitalists, biotechnology as well as traditional high-tech electronics companies. The key 
difference is that the vast majority of the companies, whether they be high-tech or 
services to high tech firms, do no on-site manufacturing and thus are considered clean 
businesses.

What is a research Park in the 21st Century? Until recently research parks, driven largely 
by the original Stanford model were low-rise buildings in a see of parking lots set in 
curvy roaded sub-divisions. The work included a variety of research and production and 
was often very “dirty” in the sense that the materials used were highly toxic and often 
leached into the ground and ground water systems. In the last 3o years or so these 
models have changed. Though the second and third generation of users still work out of 
the first generation buildings the work is largely confined to “clean” efforts with modest 
laboratory work. In short the digital revolution has overtaken the production approaches 
of yesterday.

Increasingly though companies are recognizing the power of collaborative work, open 
office plans, and spaces where a few or many can work together for short or long 
periods of time, formally or informally. Additionally, companies like Google pioneered  a 
set of on-site services including free meals, dry-cleaning services, childcare and the like.

Your goal is fully define the modern research park work environment and ethos and 
design to it. 

Train
The site is adjacent to a historic train station and on grade tracks that separate the site 
from the downtown area. Further there is a proposal to bring High Speed Rail (HSR) to 
the area. That system which will run from Los Angeles to San Francisco is scheduled to 
pass through Palo Alto by about 2020. There has been much debate on whether it will 
be placed at grade or placed below grade. The HSR Authority claims it does not have 
the funds to put the train underground but the local community is adamant that it cannot 
accept trains on grade at the speeds the HSR Authority envisions. Further the local 
commuter line, CalTrain proposes to increase the number of trains it runs further 
exacerbating the crossing times at the three main streets that cross the rail road tracks 
in Palo Alto.
You will need to take an affirmative stand on whether the CalTrain and/or HSR should be 
placed underground. In any event the historic Train depot needs to stay but can be 
added onto or modified as needed.

Earthquakes
The site is within 2 miles of the San Andreas Fault and about 15 miles from the Hayward 
fault. The San Andreas is the fault the ruptured in the famed 1906 earthquake and the 
Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989. The Hayward fault is overdue for rupture and will, at 
predicted, strengths do serious damage to the Bay Area including Palo Alto.
The design of your buildings and infrastructure will need to take this into consideration. 



Campus, City or Both?
A key challenge to tackle is to whom and to what is the development mostly to be 
associated with. As a research park associated with Stanford perhaps it should be 
Stanford oriented in look, feel and design. Alternately given that Palo Alto is the 
birthplace of Silicon Valley and hosts a variety of start-up companies already perhaps 
the new development should be connected more strongly to the downtown through grid 
extension, building size and ground floor retail. Lastly perhaps there is a third option (or 
more) that blends the two entities into the one that they may very well be already?

Planning
Palo Alto’s planning documents are designed to protect the vast area of the city that is 
built as single-family homes. These residential neighborhoods jealously protect their 
space, quiet and peaceful areas. As a result the commercial areas of the city are 
carefully defined and generally limited to a 50’ height limit. IN the 1960’s and 1970’s 
there were some attempts to build a much taller and much denser downtown. The City 
Council was recalled and was replaced with a slate of “Residentialists.” Since then 
maintaining the lower height limit and protecting neighborhoods has been a hallmark 
position of anyone running for council.

Lately, however, there has been some talk of raising the height limit slightly to bring it 
into alignment with current building codes. A slight increase would allow a ground floor 
retail and four floors of wood framed offices or housing. This inexpensive method of 
construction would leverage land values and improve the streetscape in the minds o 
many.

Further others have proposed much higher limits for some area of town. Recently 
Stanford was given permission to build tow hospital buildings at 120’ tall and, per the 
documents in this text, John Arrillaga has proposed towers of 160’ for our project area.

With that said the current height limit for the downtown area remains 50’

Each team will need to develop zoning guidelines for the site and defend their 
consistency with current norms or their deviance towards a new norm.

The zoning maps and text of the ordinance can be found here: Maps: 
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pln/current/default.asp (scroll down page). 
Ordinance: 
http://www.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?
f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca

Stakeholders
There are a variety of stakeholders in this process including the City of Palo Alto, the 
residents of Palo Alto, Stanford University, CalTrain Joint Powers Authority, The High 
Speed Rail Authority and others.

City
The City is interested and concerned about this parcel because of the potential for 
development both good and bad. It is a prime site, ready for development but the early 
suggestions are for a very large set of buildings, which Palo Alto has in the past rejected. 

http://www.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
http://www.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pln/current/default.asp


Thus the city has taken a go slow approach; it wants to study the area and slowly bring a 
range of solutions forward.

Residents
Palo Alto has a very vocal, very educated and very entitled set of residents. Each is 
smarter than the others and in many cases each can make a good claim to be the 
smartest person in the room. As a result our political dialogue can be heated but 
focused. This area is not close to many residents but the specter of tall buildings can 
make the blood boil for many residents. On the other hand there is growing sense that 
Palo Alto, and other like cities, can no longer be suburban enclaves and need to become 
small cities with the density that requires. As a result, there are some voices arguing for 
taller buildings – particularly in an area with few residents. Finally there are many voices 
that will argue that density that could pay for undergrounding the trains would be a great 
trade-off.

Stanford
Stanford owns the land even though the City of Palo Alto controls the zoning. Because 
the political dialogue is ongoing, and this site is not of great strategic importance to the 
university, it will remain relatively quiet during the study phase.

Rail
CalTrain run by the Joint Powers Authority currently operates trains that run through the 
site. The High Speed Rail Authority which is building a High Speed Rail system will 
ultimately run other trains through the site. There has been a great deal of discussion 
about placing the train underground. Neither agency claims to have the necessary funds 
to do so. If funds can be found, either through tax dollars, bond dollars or the proceeds 
from development, placing the train underground may provide politic cover for greater 
development rights.


